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Tone2 is a software company that has been releasing audio plug-in
virtual synthesizers to the public free of charge. The Tone2 products are
all available on their website and also through various third-party sites.
Tone2 software is well known for its advanced features and ease of use.
It allows the user to create stunning sounds using the multiple audio and

effect slots. A user can also use the editable interface to customize
sounds. Popular such as electro stabs and gated reed sound are all easily
available to use in the open-ended interface. More than 200 instruments

from world-renowned producers and sound designers are available to
play. Tone2 products also offer a sequencer tool and a workflow engine,

which is a unique feature in the industry. OpenCV is a popular open
source computer vision library available for everyone. It is written in C

and is quite simple to understand. However, we will try to give an
example of the code, and we’ll do it for the Canny Edge Detector.

opencv_canny.sh is the main script. There is a large package required to
build the OpenCV library. This example can be run on any Windows,
Mac OS X, Linux, or Solaris system. The test code looks for edges by

splitting the image. It assumes that the image is stored in . The first line
creates a new 3D array, one for each color channel (RGB), of the same
size as our first image. . It then calls several functions to perform the

edges detection on each channel. After that the image is split by
thresholding (or binarization), so that the edges are almost gray-level. .
“int ksize = 3;” tells the function ksize the width and height of the box

for the edges to be detected. “int lower_threshold = 50;” and
“upper_threshold = 100;” are the lower and upper bounds for the

detection. . The edges are detected using the canny algorithm. We can
see the result of the algorithm by calling “namedWindow( ”. Finally,
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“waitKey(30);” ends the program by keeping the window open. . The
program is easy to modify to detect the edges in different ways. For

example, by changing the function “cvCanny( _, _, threshold, cvSize(w,
h)
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